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Abstract 

zÌº��ááó�đÏóê�óÄ�ĈĀ�º�đó�³ÏĵºĄºêđ�ėĈºĈ�Ïê�«ėĈĩ�Ïđĩ�ĈđĄººđĈ�ÏĈ���óè-

plex and contentious process. Decisions to reallocate streetspace are 

usually based on public consultation and modelling of a few street 

redesign options, but results are not compared systematically. In addi-

tion, the set of options considered is usually incomplete. This paper 

proposes a new process for streetspace reallocation, including option 

generation (with online and physical tools), estimation of performance 

indicators (with microsimulation), and comparison of options (with a 

new appraisal tool). The process was applied to the redesign of a busy 

street in Lisbon. Several options were generated, all involving reducing 

đÌº� ĈĀ�º� �ááó�đº³� đó� ÆºêºĄ�á� èóđóĄÏĈº³� đĄ�Ķɐ� QÏĄóĈÏèėá�đÏóê�

showed that allocating more space to some street uses also bring ben-

ºĸđĈ�đó�óđÌºĄ�ėĈºĈɐ�zÌº�óĀđÏóê�đó��ááó�đº�èóĄº�ĈĀ�º�đó�«óđÌ�«ėĈ�ėĈºĄĈ�

and pedestrians does not deteriorate movement by other modes. How-

ever, appraisal showed that some redesign options go against techni-

cal/design standards or political priorities. 

Keywords

Streetspace allocation; street design; option generation; appraisal; 
Lisbon

Introduction

The allocation of space in busy city streets is complex: planners need 

đó�³ºÏ³º�ģÌ�đ�ĈĀ�º��ê�«º�ėĈº³Ɋ�ÄóĄ�ģÌ�đɊ�ÌóģɊ��ê³�ģÌºêɐ�zĄ�³ºɢóĵĈ�
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need to be made, as it is generally not possible to fully accommodate 

đÌº�êºº³Ĉ�óÄ��áá�ĈđĄººđ�ėĈºĈɊ� Ïêáė³ÏêÆ�èóĢºèºêđ�«ĩ�³ÏĵºĄºêđ�èó³ºĈɊ�

Ā�ĄÞÏêÆɖáó�³ÏêÆɊ� ĀÏÞÏêÆɢėĀɖ³ĄóĀĀÏêÆ� óĵ� Ā�ĈĈºêÆºĄĈɊ� ģ�ÏđÏêÆ� ÄóĄ�

buses, and 'place activities' (e.g. sitting, socializing, playing). Pressures 

on streetspace are growing, given the development of new forms of 

mobility (e.g. shared mobility, micro-mobility) and changes in patterns 

of consumption (e.g. home deliveries). In addition, planners are more 

�ģ�Ąº�óÄ�đÌº�ºóêóèÏɊ�ĈóÏ�áɊ��ê³�ºêĢÏĄóêèºêđ�á�«ºêºĸđĈ�óÄ�Æóó³ɢăė�á-

ity streets for pedestrians and 'place activities', especially in the after-

math of the COVID-19 crisis, which led to less commuting and more use 

of local streets.

The allocation of streetspace is a technical issue, facilitated by new 

developments such as real-time information collection and variable 

èºĈĈ�Æº� ĈÏÆêĈɐ� 9đ� ÏĈ� �áĈó� �� ĀóáÏđÏ�á� ÏĈĈėºɊ� Ĉė«Ûºđ� đó� óêĹÏđĈ� ɞėĈºĄĈ�

using space that has not been allocated to them) and protest by stake-

Ìóá³ºĄĈ�ɞºɐÆɐ�ĈđĄººđ�ėĈºĄĈɊ�ĄºĈÏ³ºêđĈɊ�«ėĈÏêºĈĈɟɐ�zÌºĈº�óêĹÏđĈ��ê³�ĀĄó-

tests happen in part because the allocation process is not fully trans-

parent: it relies on modelling and public consultation, but without using 

formal methods to identify and compare the options for space realloca-

tion. As a result, the number of options presented to modellers and the 

Āė«áÏ�ÏĈ�Ĉè�ááɊ�ģÏđÌóėđ���ÛėĈđÏĸ�đÏóê�óÄ�đÌºÏĄ�ĄºáºĢ�êºɊ�óĄ��ĈĈėĄ�êº�

that alternative options were considered. In addition, modelling tends 

to focus only on movement (producing performance indicators such as 

ĈĀºº³Ĉ� �ê³� ³ºá�ĩĈɟɊ�ģÏđÌ� áÏđđáº� ÏêÄóĄè�đÏóê� óê� đÌº� ºĵºđ� óÄ� ³ÏĵºĄºêđ�

street designs on stationary activities, such as vehicle parking. 

This paper presents a new process for streetspace reallocation (the 

MORE Process), starting with formal option generation procedures 

(using with two new online tools and a physical design toolkit. The 

options are then modelled, using microsimulation software, and com-

pared using a new appraisal tool that integrates a variety of indicators 

for movement and stationary activities.

Lisbon application

zÌº� ĀĄóºĈĈ�ģ�Ĉ� �ĀĀáÏº³� Ïê� ĸĢº� ÏđÏºĈ� Ïê� "ėĄóĀºɉ� IÏĈ«óêɊ� Ióê³óêɊ�

Malmö, Budapest, and Constanta. This paper presents the results of the 

Lisbon application. The case study street is Rua Morais Soares, a busy 

street in the city centre with intense demands on space, for walking, 

cycling, moving by car and bus, car parking, loading, and place activi-
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Fig.1  - Aspect of the Lisbon case study 
street - Source: Authors 2022
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ties (Fig. 1). The street is 22m wide - too narrow to fully accommodate 

all demands for space. Currently, the space is mostly allocated to cars, 

with two lanes of movement plus a parking lane on each side. Footways 

�Ąº� ê�ĄĄóģ� ɞȩɐȮɢȩɐȰèɟɊ� «ºáóģ� ºĢºê� đÌº� ɩ�«Ĉóáėđº�èÏêÏèėèɪ� óÄ� ȩɐȰè�

recommended in the Global Street Design Guide (NACTO and GDCI 2016, 

Āɐ�ȰȨɟɐ�zÌÏĈ�ÏĈ�ÏêĈėĶÏºêđ�óê�ÏđĈ�óģêɊ�«ėđ�èóĄº�Ĉó�³ėº�đó�đÌº�ĀĄºĈºêº�

óÄ�ĈđĄººđ�ÄėĄêÏđėĄº�ɞđĄ�Ķ�ĈÏÆêĈɊ�«ÏêĈɊ�ĈÌóĀÄĄóêđ�³ÏĈĀá�ĩĈɟɊ�ģÌÏÌ�áÏèÏđĈ�

the movement of pedestrians. Other needs for space (e.g. cycling, place 

�đÏĢÏđÏºĈɟ��Ąº�êóđ�«ºÏêÆ�Äėááĩ�Ĉ�đÏĈĸº³�³ėº�đó�đÌº�á�Þ�óÄ�³º³Ï�đº³�ĈĀ�ºɐ

The main political priorities for this street, according to the city author-
ities are:

�� More space/better conditions for pedestrians (walking and 
crossing the street), place activities (e.g. strolling, sitting), and 
passengers waiting for buses

�� Not deteriorating the movement of buses
�� Achieving the following policy objectives: more sustainable 

modal split, more place activities and social interaction, im-
proved wellbeing, and more greenery

First stage: Option Generation (Online Tools)

Two new option generation tools were developed. Both are freely 

available from https://ifpedestrians.org/roadoptions/public

The Streetspace Interventions tool generates options to reallocate space 

óĄ�đÏèº�đó�³ÏĵºĄºêđ�ĈđĄººđ�ėĈºĈɊ�Ąº³ºĈÏÆê�ĈđĄººđĈĀ�ºɊ�óĄ�ĄºÆėá�đº�Ìóģ�

đÌº�ĈĀ�º��ê�«º�ėĈº³ɐ�zÌº�đóóá�ĈºáºđĈ�óĀđÏóêĈ�đÌ�đ�Äėáĸá�ĈĀºÏĸº³�ĀĄÏ-

orities regarding which street uses to improve, which uses not to dete-

ĄÏóĄ�đºɊ��ê³�đÌº�ĸĢº�èóĈđ�ÏèĀóĄđ�êđ�ĀóáÏĩ�ó«ÛºđÏĢºĈ�đó��ÌÏºĢºɐ�zÌº�

ĈºáºđÏóêɊ�ÄĄóè���³�đ�«�Ĉº�óÄ�ȪȩȨ�óĀđÏóêĈɊ�ÏĈ�«�Ĉº³�óê�đÌº�áÏÞºáĩ�ºĵºđ�óÄ�

đÌº�óĀđÏóêĈ�óê�ȪȰ�³ÏĵºĄºêđ�ĈđĄººđ�ėĈºĈ�«ĩ�ȩȭ�ĈđĄººđ�ėĈºĄĈ�ɞºɐÆɐ�ĩáÏĈđĈ�

moving, cyclists passing through junctions, cyclists parking), and the 

áÏÞºáĩ�ºĵºđ�óê�ȪȰ�ĀóáÏĩ�ó«ÛºđÏĢºĈ�ɞºɐÆɐ�ĀĄóèóđº�áó�á�ºóêóèĩɊ�Ąº³ėº�

social exclusion, reduce air pollution).

The Street Designs tool generates options to allocate street width to 

³ÏĵºĄºêđ�ĈđĄººđ�³ºĈÏÆê�ºáºèºêđĈ�ɞºɐÆɐ�ĩáº�á�êºĈɊ�«ėĈ�á�êºĈɊ�ĈĀ�º�ÄóĄ�

Ā�ĄÞÏêÆɖáó�³ÏêÆɟɐ�zÌº�đóóá�ĈºáºđĈ�óĀđÏóêĈ�đÌ�đ�Äėáĸá�ĈĀºÏĸº³�ĀĄÏóĄÏđÏºĈ�

regarding which elements should have more space, constrained to the 

đóđ�á� �Ģ�Ïá�«áº� ģÏ³đÌ� �ê³� óđÌºĄ� ³ºĈÏÆê� óêĈÏ³ºĄ�đÏóêĈ� ɞºɐÆɐ� «ėĵºĄĈ�
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Fig.2  - Extract from application of 
Street Designs tool in Lisbon - Source: 
Authors 2022
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between some elements). The selection considers all permutations of 

various possible widths of all design elements. 

The application of the Streetspace Interventions tool in Lisbon used as 

inputs the political priorities presented at the end of the previous sec-

đÏóê�óÄ�đÌÏĈ�Ā�ĀºĄɐ�zģó�óĀđÏóêĈ�Äėáĸááº³��áá�đÌº�ĀĄÏóĄÏđÏºĈɉ�Ąº³ėº�êėè-

«ºĄ�óÄ�đĄ�Ķ�á�êºĈ��ê³�³ºĄº�Ĉº�êėè«ºĄ�óÄ�Ā�ĄÞÏêÆ�ĈĀ�ºĈɐ�zÌº��ĀĀáÏ-

cation of the Street Designs�đóóá�Ï³ºêđÏĸº³�Ȯȭ�ĀóĈĈÏ«áº�³ºĈÏÆêĈɐ�,ÏÆɐȪ�ÏĈ��ê�

extract of the results page of the tool, showing a variety of possibilities 

for adding and rearranging design elements so that footways can be 

widened and extra space can be allocated to green areas and place 

activities. Some of the designs were selected by city planners to be car-

ried forward in the process (microsimulation and appraisal).

Second stage: Option Generation (Physical Design Toolkit)

Further design options can be generated by stakeholders in work-

shops, using a newly developed physical toolkit. This toolkit contains 

�ºđ�đºĈ�ĄºĀĄºĈºêđÏêÆ�³ÏĵºĄºêđ�đĩĀº�óÄ�á�êºĈ�ɞºɐÆɐ�ĩáº�á�êºĈɊ�«ėĈ�á�êºĈɟ�

and blocks representing other street design elements (e.g. parking bays, 

loading bays, taxi stands, bus stops). All elements are represented at 

the same scale. Workshop participants then create street designs, in 

ĄóĈĈ�ĈºđÏóêɊ� đÌ�đ�ĸđ� Ïêđó� đÌº�ĈđĄººđ�ģÏ³đÌɐ�zÌº�³ºĈÏÆêĈ��ê�đÌºê�«º�

imported into design software. The applications of the MORE Process in 

đÌº� ĸĢº� ÏđÏºĈ� ėĈº³� IÏêºQ�Ā� ɞhttps://www.buchanancomputing.net/

linemapɟɐ� �ºĈÏÆêĈ� �ê� «º� Ąºĸêº³� �ê³� ºĨĀóĄđº³� đó� èÏĄóĈÏèėá�đÏóê�

software (e.g. PTV Vissim) and consultation platforms (the applications 

Ïê�đÌº�ĸĢº�ÏđÏºĈ�ėĈº³�zĄ�ĵ�º«�ɞhttps://www.buchanancomputing.net/

đĄ�ĵģº«). 

The Lisbon workshops were held on the street, in the same section 

being redesigned. Passers-by were invited to contribute. The work-

ĈÌóĀĈ�áº³�đó�đÌº�Ąº�đÏóê�óÄ�ĸĢº�³ºĈÏÆê�óĀđÏóêĈɐ��áá�ÏêĢóáĢº³�ĄºèóĢÏêÆ�

óêº�á�êº�óÄ�đĄ�Ķ�Ïê�º�Ì�³ÏĄºđÏóê��ê³Ɋ�Ïê�Ĉóèº��ĈºĈɊ��áĈó�Ā�ĄÞÏêÆ�

lanes. The released space was used for wider footways (in all options), 

�ê³�ÄóĄ�³º³Ï�đº³�ĈĀ�º�ÄóĄ�óđÌºĄ�ėĈºĈ�ɞ³ÏĵºĄºêđ�Ïê�º�Ì�óĀđÏóêɟɉ�ĩáº�

lanes, bus lanes, median strips, green areas, or space for place activi-

ties. Fig.3 shows two of the designs created. Some of the designs were 

selected by city planners to be modelled and appraised.
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Fig.3  -Examples of designs created 
with the MORE Street Design Toolkit - 
Source: Authors 2022)
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Third stage: Microsimulation

The options for street redesign can then be modelled. The MORE Pro-

cess uses PTV Vissim, software that simulates interactions between 

street users and estimates average travel times, speeds, and delays for 

each type of user. The software was improved for this project, including 

more realistic interactions between motorised vehicles and pedestri-

ans, and a better representation of vehicle parking (allowing for the 

estimation of number of vehicles that cannot be parked due to the una-

vailability of space).

In the Lisbon case, four street redesign options were modelled, plus 

đÌº�ɩ³ó�êóđÌÏêÆɪ�óĀđÏóêɐ��áá�Ąº³ºĈÏÆê�óĀđÏóêĈ� ÏêĢóáĢº�đÌº�ĄºèóĢ�á�óÄ�

óêº�đĄ�Ķ�á�êº�Ïê�º�Ì�³ÏĄºđÏóê��ê³�ģÏ³ºĄ�Äóóđģ�ĩĈɐ�Option 1 (Priority 

to parking) transforms parallel to diagonal parking. The other three 

options reduce parking space and allocate the released space to:

Option 2 (Priority to bus): bus lanes in both directions

Option 3 (Priority to cycling): cycle lanes in both directions, pedestrian 

refuge in the median strip

Option 4 (Priority to bus and pedestrians): bus lane in one direction, 

even wider footways

Modelling was for the AM and PM peak periods. Table 1 shows the 

results of the modelling, compared with the "do nothing" option

As shown, allocating more dedicated space to a given mode(s) 

improves the conditions of that/those mode(s) although in some cases 

đÌº�ÏèĀĄóĢºèºêđ�ÏĈ�Ĉè�ááɐ�6óģºĢºĄɊ�Ĉóèº�óĀđÏóêĈ�Ì�Ģº��³³º³�«ºêºĸđĈ�

of improving other modes. Priority to bus and pedestrians does not 

deteriorate movement by any mode, only vehicle parking.

Fourth stage: Appraisal

zÌº�ĸê�á�Ĉđ�Æº�óÄ�đÌº�MORE Process is appraisal. A new tool is used to 

compare street design options based on cost (implementation and 

maintenance) and performance indicators for movement, stationary 

activities, and wider economic, social, and environmental impacts. 

Three types of assessments are made: 

Political and technical assessment (highlighting the options that go 

against political priorities or technical or design standards) – this 

ĄºăėÏĄºĈ�ĈĀºÏĸ�đÏóê�óÄ�ĀóáÏđÏ�á�ĀĄÏóĄÏđÏºĈ
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Fig.4  -z�«áº�ȩɉ�"ĵºđĈ�óÄ�đÌº�ÄóėĄ�ĈđĄººđ�
redesign options (from modelling)
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�óĈđɢ«ºêºĸđ��ê�áĩĈÏĈ

QėáđÏɢĄÏđºĄÏ���ê�áĩĈÏĈ�ɞĄ�êÞÏêÆ�óÄ�óĀđÏóêĈɟ�ɢ�đÌÏĈ�ĄºăėÏĄºĈ�ĈĀºÏĸ�-

tion of the degree of importance of each indicator for various tool users.

The Lisbon case study included political assessment and multi-crite-

ĄÏ�� �ê�áĩĈÏĈɐ� zÌº� ĀóáÏđÏ�á� ĀĄÏóĄÏđÏºĈ� �Ąº� đÌóĈº� ĈĀºÏĸº³� �«óĢº� ɞėê³ºĄ�

ɩIÏĈ«óê��ĀĀáÏ�đÏóêɪɟɐ�zÌº� ÏêĀėđ� ÄóĄ�èėáđÏɢĄÏđºĄÏ���ê�áĩĈÏĈ�ģ�Ĉ�ĀĄó-

ĢÏ³º³�«ĩ�đÌĄºº�Ïđĩ�Āá�êêºĄĈɐ��óĈđɢ�ºêºĸđ��ê�áĩĈÏĈ�ģ�Ĉ�êóđ�ĀºĄÄóĄèº³�

because of lack of data for unit monetary values of performance indica-

tors (another required input). 

The set of performance indicators included: volume, speed, travel 

time, and delays disaggregated by mode (pedestrians, cyclists, buses, 

cars/taxis, motorcyclists, and goods vehicles); pedestrian density; 

number and average duration of car parking, bus stopping, and loading 

activities; vehicles that could not be parked; number of people strolling; 

and number of people sitting. No indicators were considered for move-

ment using micromobility vehicles, cycle parking/share, reliability of 

travel time (for all modes), and trip quality. Estimates were included for 

đÌº� ºĵºđ� óÄ� đÌº� Ąº³ºĈÏÆê� óĀđÏóêĈ� óê� ĀĄóĀºĄđĩ� ĀĄÏºĈɊ� ĢÏĈÏđĈ� đó� áó�á�

shops, PM10 emissions, NO2 emissions, and fuel consumption.

The political and technical assessment showed that:

Options 1 and 3 violate the city’s political priority not to deteriorate 

bus movement (as shown in Table 1 above).

Options 1 and 2 violate the city’s priority to have more greenery (no 

extra space is provided for green areas in those two options)

Options 1-3, and the "do nothing" option violate principles of inclu-

sive design (no full provision is made for pedestrians with disabilities)

Multi-criteria analysis showed that Option 1 was better for station-

ary activities, Option 2 was better for movement and environment 

aspects, and Options 3 and 4 were better for economic aspects.

Conclusions

The MORE Process brings objectivity to the allocation of space in 

busy urban streets, a process that is currently based on political deci-

sions and subject to controversy. The new online option generation 

tools produces a series of feasible options for reallocating streetspace 

that could otherwise not be included in the reallocation process. The 
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physical toolkit then facilitates discussion and consensus among street 

users to generate further options. The improved procedures for micro-

simulation bring a more realistic and balanced perspective to model-

ling, which currently tends to rely on performance indicators for move-

ment (especially of motorised vehicles). Finally, the appraisal tool 

�óėêđĈ�ÄóĄ���Ģ�ĄÏºđĩ�óÄ�ºĵºđĈ�óÄ�ĈđĄººđ��ááó�đÏóê�óê�Ģ�ĄÏóėĈ�ėĈºĄĈ��ê³�

policy objectives. 

The application in Lisbon illustrated the use of this process to gen-

erate, model, and appraise a set of feasible options to reallocate space in 

an urban street with space constraints and various demands for that 

space. The options generated reallocated space away from private vehi-

cles, allowing more space for pedestrians, cyclists, buses, place activi-

đÏºĈɊ� óĄ� ÆĄººêºĄĩɐ�QÏĄóĈÏèėá�đÏóê� ĈÌóģº³� đÌ�đ� đÌº� «ºêºĸđĈ� óÄ� Ĉóèº�

options are not limited to the targeted street use. However, appraisal 

showed that some options go against technical/design standards and 

political priorities.
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